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SP-eYe project:
(Special Purpose Eye)

UAV launched from the surveillance aircraft KingAir B200.

Supervisor : Dror Artzi
Project requirements:

1. To increase the existing surveillance range by at least 100 NM.

2.To allow at least two hours of observation.
3.To allow airborne launch of the UAVs from the mother-plane.
4.To allow real-time data transfer and command of the system.
5.To obey Beechcraft’s current license specifications.
6. Low Speed Capability for loitering reconnaissance missions.

Operational concept:
Two folded UAVs mounted inside the gondola beneath the
fuselage of the mother-plane.
UAVs are launched from ‘gondola’, unfold in the air and execute
the surveillance mission.
The UAVs are operated by an airborne station on the mother
plane that receives real time video and data from the UAVs
(LOS).
After the mission UAVs leave the observation area and destroy
themselves.
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Mission scheme:

Choosing the UAV:

MONGuard was chosen as UAV for our mission,
among several others. MONGuard is a student
project at the Technion from the previous
years. Most of the old configuration parts were
removed or changed to adopt the UAV for our
mission requirements without changing original
control avionics systems.

UAV mission equipment

EO/IR sensor: Through the large spectrum of
existing options, considering the low weight
constrains and expert recommendations, the
following sensor was chosen: IAI Micro POP,
featuring: day/night vision, 150 μrad angular
stabilization, low mass(1200gr).
Communication: Israel-made components were
chosen (Commtact Ltd.) – receiver, transmitter.
Omni-directional antenna was chosen, positioned
within the vertical stabilizer.

CAD model detailed design
1. The parasolid KingAir model was given.
2. Its geometry dimension was used to create

the brand new SolidWorks aircraft model.

3. ‘Gondola‘ was designed: dimensions, fairings,-
considering its inner and outer geometric
constraints.
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Wind tunnel model

Adding of ‘gondola’  will effect  on plane’s overall 
performance. All those effects were analytically  
calculated. 1:25 wind tunnel model was build to prove the 
preliminary calculations. The shape of model’s fuselage 
allowed creating unique balance connector that provides 
extra structural stiffness. 
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Wind tunnel test
Test lasted two days. During
the test all the aerodynamic
effects of ‘gondola’ were
examined. Two ‘gondolas’ of
different length were tested
in purpose to learn the effect
of the length. In addition, the
flow inside the ‘gondola’ was
checked through the tuft and
smoke tests.

Graph of changes in windcock 
effect is presented to the 
right.

These changes are not 
desirable. They can be 
compensated by increasing the 
vertical stabilizer’s area by 
0.05…0.1 m² or adding an 
appropriate fin at the plane’s 
rear end. 
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